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Abstract

Halogen bonds (XBs) are noncovalent interactions where halogen atoms act as

electrophilic species interacting with Lewis bases. These interactions are relevant in

biochemical systems being increasingly explored in drug discovery, mainly to modu-

late protein–ligand interactions, but are also found in engineered protein or nucleic

acid systems. In this work, we report direct evidence for the existence of XBs in the

context of biological membrane systems thus expanding the scope of application of

these interactions. Indeed, our molecular dynamics simulations show the presence of

favorable interactions between halobenzene derivatives and both phosphate or ester

oxygen acceptors from model phospholipid bilayers, thus supporting the existence of

XB-mediated phospholipid–halogen recognition phenomena influencing the membrane

insertion profile of the ligands and their orientational preferences. This represents a rel-

evant interaction, previously overlooked, eventually determining the pharmacological
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or toxicological activity of halogenated compounds and hence with potential impli-

cations in drug discovery and development, a place where such species account for a

significant part of the chemical space. We also provide insights into a potential role for

XBs in water-to-membrane insertion of halogenated ligands as XBs are systematically

observed during this process. Therefore, our data strongly suggests that, as the ubiq-

uitous hydrogen bond, XBs should be accounted for in the development of membrane

partition models.

keywords: halogen bonding, phospholipid–ligand interactions, biomolecular recognition,

membrane permeation, molecular dynamics simulations

Introduction

Proteins and nucleic acids are the most common targets of bioactive molecules or drugs to-

wards therapeutic applications.1 Despite the development of strategies aiming at membrane

receptors,2 specific targeting of the membrane phospholipids is much less common. However,

in the last few years, new therapeutic approaches have been developed in which lipids are

specifically addressed, i.e. membrane-lipid therapy.3 Indeed, many bioactive compounds and

drug(-like) molecules are membrane-active, interacting directly with membrane lipids, mod-

ulating its biophysical properties, and eventually triggering subsequent downstream events

that lead to promiscuous cellular alterations.4–7 This interaction is often concomitant with

specific therapeutical effects3 such as in the case of antimicrobial peptides,8–10 sugar-based

bactericides11 and other small molecule antibiotics,12 or modulators of multidrug resistance

of tumoral cells.13 Besides therapeutical effects, the interaction of small molecules with mem-

branes might also be responsible for their nonspecific toxicity. For instance, the toxic effects

of poly-halogenated biphenyls14 or brominated flame retardants15 were ascribed in part to

their membrane-binding and perturbing effects.15,16 Therefore, understanding lipid–ligand

interactions is paramount not only for designing the above-mentioned lipid therapies3 or
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to assess the toxicity of compounds, but also to describe phenomena such as membrane

permeability, which plays a key role in drug design and development.17–21

The interaction and/or diffusion of a drug through a membrane is dependent on a variety

of factors, among them, its ability to establish noncovalent interactions. In this scope, the

formation of intra- or intermolecular hydrogen bonds (HBs) is a well known crucial factor af-

fecting membrane–ligand interactions and permeability, hence determining pharmacological

activity.22–26 In contrast, the role of other noncovalent interactions, in particular, halogen

bonds (XBs),27 remains unaddressed in the field of membrane–ligand recognition.

XBs consist of R–X· · ·B (X = Cl, Br, or I; B = Lewis base; R = substituent) noncova-

lent interactions that are predominantly explained by the existence of a localized region of

depleted electron density at the tip of the covalently-bound halogen atom named σ–hole.28

XBs have found application in many fields across the chemical and material sciences,29,30

and also in biology. Indeed, since the seminal work of P. Shing Ho and co-workers,31 they

have been recognized as important players in biomolecular recognition phenomena in pro-

tein32,33 or nucleic acid34–40 systems, and, consequently, have been successfully employed as

tools in medicinal chemistry.41–43 However, to the best of our knowledge, no reports exist

on specific XB-mediated membrane–ligand recognition phenomena. This is surprising since

halogen atoms, present in c.a. 25% of marketed drugs and being even more prevalent in

earlier stages of drug discovery and development processes,44 have traditionally been em-

ployed in rational drug design to improve the pharmacokinetic profile of lead molecules,

namely to enhance passive diffusion across membranes45 or, as recently shown, to increase

the receptor-mediated uptake of small fluorescent molecules46,47 or proteins48 by mammalian

cells.49 Also, iodination of polymers increases their cellular uptake by plant cells, an effect

attributed to XBs.50 None of the above reports, however, specifically addressed XB-mediated

passive diffusion. On the other hand, recent experimental work addressing the substituent

effects on the membrane penetration properties of substituted biphenyls showed that the

substituted ring is preferably located at the apolar/polar interface, an effect attributed to
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the stabilization effect of XBs between chloride and a lipid phosphate oxygen.51 Although

a direct experimental observation could not be obtained, this hypothesis was supported by

QM calculations on a model p-chlorobiphenyl· · ·PO2(OMe)2 dimer.

Indeed, several indirect pieces of evidence such as the above point out to the potential ex-

istence of XB-mediated lipid–ligand interactions. XBs are observed in solution,52 including

in aqueous media,53,54 and can be exploited in the design of synthetic transmembrane an-

ion transporters with potential therapeutic applications. This concept, initially reported by

Matile and co-workers55 was further developed56–58 exploring also other noncovalent interac-

tions.59,60 As for anion transporters that are known to interact directly with lipid membranes

by establishing HBs with several nucleophilic sites from the phospholipid headgroups, i.e.

oxygen atoms,61–63 halogen-bonding anion transporters, or any other XB-donor molecule,

may eventually engage in an interaction with those sites as well (Figure 1a). Those sites, di-

vided into two dynamic outer membrane regions with the phosphate oxygen (PO) acceptors

more exposed to water and the ester oxygen (CO) acceptors located closer to the membrane

core (Figure 1b, green and blue, respectively), bear resemblances with previously reported

XB acceptors. Indeed, concerning CO-type acceptors, carbonyl oxygens from the protein

backbone are frequent and easily targeted XB acceptors,31,64,65 while in the case of PO inter-

action sites, the oxygen atoms of phosphines and phosphates are known XB acceptors,66–71

the most remarkable case being the phosphate oxygens from nucleic acids.31,34,38 In addition,

it was recently shown that both HB and XB interactions participate in the stabilization of

complexes between halothane, a well known volatile anesthetic agent, and a lipid phosphate

acceptor model (hexamethylphosphortriamide), both in the solid-state and in solution.70

This study supported the concept that XBs might play a role, similarly to HBs, in the

molecular recognition of drugs and other small molecules by phospholipids from cell mem-

branes. Finally, preliminary QM calculations using halobenzenes with dimethyl phosphate

and methyl acetate as models for PO- and CO-type biomolecular acceptors, respectively,

indicate the formation of stable complexes (Table S1).
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Figure 1: (a) Representation of a phosphatidylcholine (PC) molecule highlighting the dif-
ferent lipid XB- (or HB-) acceptor sites (X = Cl, Br, I or OH; R = substituent); (b) PO-
(green) and CO-type (blue) acceptor layers in a representative POPC bilayer; (c) Haloben-
zene derivatives studied in this work, namely, chlorobenzene (cbz), chloropentafluoroben-
zene (5fcbz), bromobenzene (bbz), bromopentafluorobenzene (5fbbz), iodobenzene (ibz),
iodopentafluorobenzene (5fibz), and 4-iodophenol (iphen), their molecular electrostatic po-
tentials (ESPs) mapped on the 0.001 au contour of the electron density (values in kcal
mol−1), and Vmax (in parentheses) at the halogen (and OH for iphen) computed at the
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level.

Despite all the above-mentioned data suggesting the occurrence of membrane–small

molecule XB interactions, no direct evidence, similar to that gathered for proteins and nu-

cleic acids31–33,38,72 has been reported yet. The identification of the targets of small molecules

by experimental techniques, although crucial, is not an easy task73 and, in this particular

case, identifying an XB in a fluid membrane environment might be challenging to achieve

experimentally by standard techniques. The existence of such interaction might open an

avenue for future drug design or developments in toxicology, specifically when lipids are di-
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rectly targeted.3 In this context, in silico methods may provide useful insights into the study

of these events at the molecular level.

Herein, we present the first account addressing halogen bonding in membrane–ligand in-

teractions, highlighting their role in mediating the recognition phenomena and on the distri-

bution of halogenated compounds along phospholipid membranes. A possible role for XBs in

the water-to-membrane insertion mechanism is also discussed. This was accomplished using

molecular mechanics / molecular dynamics (MM/MD) simulations, explicitly accounting for

the σ–hole in halogenated species (see Methods), using a model POPC bilayer, together with

a series of halobenzene derivatives (Figure 1c) that are commonly used as probes to evaluate

the XB-capability of small molecules in MD simulations of protein–ligand systems.74–76

Given the significant part of the chemical space occupied by halogenated molecules in

the framework of drug discovery and development, we hope to provide new tools for rational

drug design and/or in silico toxicology, also contributing to improve the commonly used

molecular descriptors for membrane partition models.

Methods

Model Systems

To study the potential role of XBs in membrane–ligand recognition phenomena, the

cell membrane was modeled as a 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC)

bilayer.61–63 A series of halobenzene derivatives (Figure 1c), capable of establishing XBs

and with different partition coefficients (log KOW ), were chosen as probes, in the attempt

to cover the wide range of halogenated species present in drug-like molecules (iodinated,

brominated, and, most frequently, chlorinated compounds44). Concerning iodinated probes,

iodopentafluorobenzene (5fibz, log KOW = 3.5477,78), exhibiting a considerable σ–hole cor-

responding to a local maximum on the electrostatic potential (Vmax) of 32.3 kcal mol−1

(B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)) and a XB-mediated transmembrane anion transport activity (EC50)
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of 260 µM55 was selected as a strong XB donor probe together with iodobenzene (ibz) which

is a considerably weaker XB donor (Vmax = 16.9 kcal mol−1), exhibits much negligible trans-

membrane anion transport activity (EC50 > 2 mM),55 and a lower log KOW value (3.25)79 In

addition, 4-iodophenol (iphen), which is also a weak XB donor (Vmax = 16.0 kcal mol−1) and

with the lowest hydrophobicity amongst the studied iodinated molecules (log KOW = 2.91),78

was selected as a model halogen- and hydrogen-bonding probe to inspect the competing effect

of the two intermolecular interactions. Notice that XBs and HBs have a complex relation-

ship, either competing, replacing, or behaving independently from each other.30,80 A similar

rational was followed for the remainder molecules. Bromobenzene (bbz, Vmax = 10.8 kcal

mol−1, log KOW = 2.9979) and bromopentafluorobenzene (5fbbz, Vmax = 26.1 kcal mol−1,

log KOW = 3.3377,78) were used as brominated probes, the latter molecule presenting a trans-

membrane anion transport activity (EC50) of 1.9 mM,55 whereas in the case of chlorinated

probes, chlorobenzene (cbz, Vmax = 4.2 kcal mol−1, log KOW = 2.7779) and chloropentafluo-

robenzene (5fcbz, Vmax = 18.3 kcal mol−1, log KOW = 3.1877,78) were used.

Probe Parametrization

To account for XBs in MM/MD simulations, the halobenzene derivatives were parame-

terized employing an extra-point (EP) model81–84 implemented in the context of the general

AMBER force field (GAFF).85 In this approach, the halogen atom is modeled by intro-

ducing a positively charged particle (EP) mimicking the σ–hole, thus emulating the charge

anisotropy. This strategy was successfully applied in a variety of computational studies of

XB-mediated biomolecular recognition using MD simulations,86–89 including variants of the

original parametrization.74,75,90,91 The EP is commonly located at a distance from the halo-

gen (X) corresponding to its Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameter Rmin (i.e. dX−EP = Rmin) and

atomic partial charges are subsequently derived for all atoms by a restrained electrostatic

potential (RESP)92 fitting procedure, although other authors have proposed alternative EP

parametrization schemes in the same context.93–97 The EP approach is easily ported to
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other force fields,43 namely OPLS,98–100 CHARMM101 or GROMOS,76 and is compatible

with Poisson–Boltzmann and surface area (PBSA)102,103 or generalized Born (GBSA)104,105

calculations for estimating protein–ligand binding free energy or hydration free energies. No-

tice that, despite other less standard approaches being available,43,106 including force fields

specifically designed for biological applications,107,108 based on QM data,109 or featuring ex-

plicit terms to account for polarization effects,110–112 these however are not easily generalized

for standard force fields.

Accordingly, the molecular electrostatic potential (ESP) at the HF/6-31G(d)113–115 level

of theory (6-311G(d)116 basis set in the case of iodine) was generated for the halobenzene

molecules, previously optimized at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory, using Gaus-

sian 09.117 The atomic radius of iodine was set to 2.3 Å,118 similarly to previous work,76,103

while default Merz-Singh-Kollman (MK) radii were employed for the remaining elements.

The calculations were performed using four concentric layers of points per atom and six

points per unit area with the input options IOp(6/33 = 2, 6/41 = 4, 6/42 = 6). An EP

was then introduced along the C–X covalent bond axis, with the C–X–EP angle fixed at

180.0◦ and a X–EP distance of 1.948, 2.020, or 2.150 Å for chloride, bromide, or iodine, re-

spectively, which corresponds to the Rmin value for these atoms in current versions of GAFF,

as previously noted.43,103 Atomic partial charges were subsequently derived by RESP, which

was carried out using the antechamber119 module as implemented in AmberTools 15,120

thus generating models cbzEP, 5fcbzEP, bbzEP, 5fbbzEP, ibzEP, 5fibzEP, and iphenEP. Probe

topologies were generated by assigning GAFF atom types with the leap tool (AmberTools

15), and converted into GROMACS-compatible format using the acpype121 tool. The EPs

were modeled as GROMACS type 2 virtual sites defined by the respective C–X bond, and

without additional parameters, similar to previous work.76 The full sets of charges (Fig-

ure S1a) and final topology files (.itp format) are provided as Supporting Information. Note

that the parameters used herein are able to satisfactorily reproduce at the MM level the ge-

ometries of XB interactions between halobenzenes and dimethyl phosphate or methyl acetate
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(as a model for PO- and CO-type acceptors, respectively) calculated at the M062X/def2-

TZVP level of theory (Table S1), especially when considering the zwitterionic nature of the

phosphatidylcholine moiety, reflected in the high charges of the phosphate oxygen atoms in

the Lipid14 parameter set (Figure S1b) when compared with the neutral model acceptors.

System Setup

The systems were built from a pre-equilibrated POPC bilayer containing 128 lipids sol-

vated with 5652 water molecules. As mentioned above, halobenzene molecules were selected

as probes to assess different phospholipid–halogen interactions and their relative preferences.

Individual simulations of each system were performed by adding two probe molecules either

into the interior of the lipid bilayer or in the water phase (Figure S2). Several simulation

replicates were run for each setup. For all systems and replicates, we observed that, in

the first scenario, the halobenzenes remained inserted in the lipid phase throughout all the

simulation time while in the second case, the molecules inserted into the bilayer at different

time scales, remaining inserted during the remainder simulation time (Figures S3-S9). After

insertion, the simulations are in equilibrium and both scenarios are indistinguishable. The

first 45 ns of the simulation (when starting from the membrane core) or the time prior to

insertion (starting from the water phase) were discarded as equilibration time. Since the

two probe molecules do not aggregate and typically do not interact with each other, each

corresponding trajectory was also treated separately as individual replicates for analysis pur-

poses. Overall, statistics was performed over 10 individual replicates of 160 ns each, yielding

a total of 1.6 µs of sampling time for each system. The time evolution of all replicates

and the 160 ns segments used for analysis are highlighted in Figures S3-S9. Since we were

also interested in the potential XB-mediated insertion process, the non-equilibrium segments

of the previously mentioned simulations (with the probes starting in the water phase and

subsequently inserting into the membrane) were also analyzed. For this purpose, additional

simulations starting from the water phase were performed until 10 replicates of individual
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insertion events were sampled for each halobenzene–POPC system.

MM/MD Settings

Molecular mechanics/molecular dynamics (MM/MD) simulations were performed using

the GROMACS software package, versions 5.1.2 and 5.1.5.122–124 The AMBER lipid FF

(Lipid14 release)125 was used for POPC together with TIP3P126 for water, as described

in ref. 125. The halobenzene molecules were modeled in the framework of GAFF85 (with

or without an EP), as described above. A tetragonal simulation box was employed, using

three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions with the minimum image convention. The

simulations were performed in an isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble, with the temperature

maintained at 303 K using the velocity-rescale algorithm127 and a coupling constant of 0.1 ps,

while pressure was kept constant at 1 bar using a semi-isotropic Berendsen barostat,128 in

which the x and y directions are coupled together whereas the z direction is treated separately,

as in the original Lipid14 parametrization,125 with a coupling constant of 1.0 ps and an

isothermal compressibility of 4.5× 10−5 bar−1. Electrostatic interactions were treated using

the smooth particle mesh Ewald (PME) method129,130 with a Fourier grid spacing of 0.16 nm

and a real-space cutoff of 1.0 nm. Lennard-Jones interactions were truncated at 1.0 nm. The

buffered Verlet list scheme131 was used for neighbor searching.

The parallel version of the linear constraint solver (P-LINCS)132,133 algorithm was used

to constrain all lipid and probe bonds, while the SETTLE134 algorithm was used for water.

Energy minimization was performed in two steps using the steepest descent algorithm until

reaching machine precision, in a first step without constrains, followed by a final step with

all bond lengths constrained. All simulations were initialized in three steps: (i) initially,

random velocities were generated from a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution at 303 K and a

100 ps simulation was performed with the positions of all lipid and probe atoms restrained

using a force constant of 1000 kJ nm−2 mol−1, followed by (ii) further 100 ps with only the

probe atoms restrained (1000 kJ nm−2 mol−1) and (iii) a final 50 ps unrestrained simulation.
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The equations of motion were integrated with the leapfrog algorithm using a time step of

2 fs, with conformations being saved every 10 ps.

Although the setup used in the original Lipid14 parametrization125 was followed, we

nonetheless checked the integrity and fluidity of the bilayer system by running 5 replicates

(5x100 ns sampling time after equilibration) of a hydrated POPC bilayer without probes.

The obtained average area per lipid of 63.85 ± 0.03 Å is in agreement with the experimental

value (64.3 Å),135 thus showing that the simulated setup provides a proper model of a fluid

bilayer, as shown before.125

Analysis

The lipid–probe intermolecular interactions (XBs or HBs) were analyzed using a criterion

based on a Boltzmann-weighted free energy landscape constructed using the X· · ·A distances

and C–X· · ·A angles (A = XB acceptor), considering the 5 shortest interactions. A similar

methodology was used to analyze HB interactions with iphen, in this case, by computing

O· · ·A distances and O–H· · ·A angles. All 8 headgroup oxygen atoms (see Figures 1a and

S1b) from the 128 phospholipid molecules in the system were considered as potential and

independent acceptors. This set of coordinates, which allows for a proper analysis of the

XB configurational space,76 was employed to estimate probability density functions using a

Gaussian kernel,136 and the resulting probability densities were converted into free energies:

E(r) = −RT ln
P (r)

Pmax

(1)

where r is the coordinate along the 2D space and Pmax is the maximum value of the prob-

ability density function, P(r).137 Using these free energy landscapes, XBs were assigned by

taking the population of the XB basin, i.e., the XB probability for each system and acceptor

type was evaluated by calculating the relative population of points that fall into the XB

minimum following a steepest-descent path (see Results and Discussion). Concerning the
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non-equilibrium segments of the trajectories, the existence of XBs (or HBs) along the sim-

ulation time was monitored by mapping the points into the respective (system/ acceptor

type) free energy surface.

The probe distribution across the bilayer normal, or membrane insertion along the sim-

ulation time, was determined as the z distance between the halogen (or oxygen in the case

of iphen), or the center-of-mass (COM) of the probe and the average z-position of all phos-

phorus atoms in the nearest leaflet.

All reported error bars correspond to the standard error of the mean between the 10

independent replicates. Rendered structures were obtained with PyMOL.138

Results and Discussion

The potential role of XBs in lipid–ligand interactions was investigated using biomolecular

simulations. The configurational space was analyzed with respect to the relative XB sam-

pling involving different acceptor types (CO and PO) from lipid headgroups, differing in their

positioning across the bilayer normal and their relative strength as potential XB acceptors

(Figure 1a,b). For that purpose several XB donors, consisting of halobenzene probes, were

used (Figure 1c). In the case of iphen, the presence of competing interactions, i.e. hydrogen

bonds (HBs), was also evaluated. In addition, the non-equilibrium insertion events sam-

pled in the simulations were also analyzed, providing evidence for a ubiquitous role for XB

interactions in (halo)molecule permeation across biological membranes. For these studies,

establishing robust criteria for XB assignment is paramount and therefore, this step will be

succinctly discussed in the next Section.

XB Sampling and Assignment Criteria

XB interactions in molecular structures are often evaluated using geometrical criteria,76

i.e. a C–X· · ·A angle larger than 140◦ and a X· · ·A distance shorter than the sum of the
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respective van der Waals radii, in agreement with the values typically employed in crystal-

lographic studies or database surveys.44,65,139,140 This type of approach, however, has a few

shortcomings which will be exemplified using ibzEP simulations and CO-type oxygen accep-

tors. The configurational space can be represented as a free energy surface using X· · ·A

distances and C–X· · ·A angles (Figure 2a) and in this system, a free energy minimum is

observed within the typical XB region (i.e. I· · ·O < 3.5 Å and C–I· · ·O > 140◦). If a strict

geometrical criteria (dash-limited region in Figure 2a) is used, all conformations highlighted

in Figure 2b (violet dots) are assigned as XBs. These include many high-energy interactions

featuring large deviations from linearity (i.e. very distorted conformations, Figure S10),

leading to false-positive XB assignments, while simultaneously not accounting for more elon-

gated sampled interactions that lead to the minimum centered at the XB region. Using a

plain geometrical criterion also leads to an erroneous assignment of XBs (i.e. false positives)

from simulations without an EP, where the XB region is marginally sampled but without

the presence of a XB minimum (data not shown).

To solve this issue, the presence of phospholipid–halobenzene XB interactions was eval-

uated using the population of the XB basin. Taking the Boltzmann-weighted free energy

landscape (Figure 2a), the configurations that fall into the XB minimum when following

a steepest-descent path are assigned as XBs (Figure 2c, yellow and green). With this ap-

proach, the more distorted interactions that would otherwise be assigned as XBs according

to plain geometrical criteria (Figure 2c, violet) are replaced by the more elongated inter-

actions (Figure S10) effectively corresponding to XBs in the MM/MD simulations as noted

above (Figure 2c, green) that otherwise would be excluded. This strategy also eliminates the

aforementioned false positives when running simulations without an EP as no free energy

minimum corresponding to XBs is found in the free energy surfaces of those systems (data

not shown).
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Figure 2: XB sampling according to geometrical criterion or to the population of the XB
basin illustrated for CO acceptors in ibzEP simulations. (a) Free energy surface computed
using I· · ·A distances and C–I· · ·A angles. The dash-limited region identifies typical XBs
according to geometrical criterion; (b) XBs assigned by applying the geometrical criterion
(in violet); (c) XBs assigned using the population of the basin criterion (yellow and green)
and overlap with the geometrical criteria (in yellow).

XBs in Membrane–Ligand Interactions

As shown in the previous section, a proper criterion to assign XBs relies on the rep-

resentation of the configurational space as free energy surfaces using X· · ·A distances and

C–X· · ·A angles as coordinates, and selecting the configurations that belong to the XB min-
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imum, if existent. The landscapes obtained are represented in Figure 3 for the iodinated

systems and in Figures S11-S12 for the remainder ones. Apart from the chlorinated systems

Figure 3: Free energy surfaces using the I· · ·A distances and C–I· · ·A angles for all simu-
lations using iodinated probes. All surfaces are normalized taking as zero the lowest free
energy value at the XB region in all simulations (ibzEP).

(cbzEP, 5fcbzEP), a minimum on the XB region was obtained for at least one acceptor type

thus allowing to evaluate the probability of X· · ·O interactions that effectively correspond to

XBs (relative population of the basin) for each system and acceptor type (Figure 4). The re-

sults provide remarkable evidence for the formation of phospholipid–halobenzene XBs. The

total probability can reach a value of c.a. 0.25 in the case of 5fibzEP whereas for ibzEP

a similar value is found (0.23). For iphenEP, 5fbbzEP, and bbzEP the values drop to 0.12,

0.06, and 0.05, which are still relevant and highlight the potential importance of XBs in

mediating membrane–ligand interactions. Figure 5 depicts representative snapshots for such
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Figure 4: XB probability for all simulated systems.

halogen-bonded conformations involving either PO- or CO-type acceptors, illustrated for

5fibzEP simulations. The calculated probabilities for chlorinated systems are zero as no XB

Figure 5: Representative snapshots for halogen-bonded conformations involving either PO-
(1) or CO-type acceptors (2). 5fibzEP and the interacting POPC molecule are shown as
sticks with the corresponding XB interactions show as green dashes, phosphorus atoms as
spheres, and non-polar hydrogens and water molecules omitted for clarity.
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minimum was found.

For each halogen, the total XB probabilities follow the expected order of donor strength

based on the Vmax values, i.e., C6F5X > C6H5X, apart from iphen in the iodine series where

the lower XB probability is expected given that this molecule is capable of establishing

also competing HB interactions (see Section XBs vs. HBs in Phospholipid–Halobenzene

Recognition below). It should be mentioned however that the difference between the total

XB probabilities obtained for the perfluorinated probes vs. their hydrogenated counterparts

is not as large as expected in light of the significantly stronger XB-donor character of the

former.

For all systems showing lipid–ligand XB interactions, the XB probabilities with PO-type

acceptors are significantly lower than those observed for CO-type acceptors, contrasting

with the expected XB-acceptor strengths (Figure 4). This effect is particularly striking for

bromobenzenes where CO acceptors are responsible for all the interactions, XBs with PO

being negligible or zero. It should also be added that simultaneous XB interactions involving

different acceptor types (i.e. “bifurcated” interactions with both PO- and CO-type acceptors)

are not sampled in the simulations, even though numerous neighboring acceptors may be

available for interacting in a highly dynamic bilayer environment.

These trends can be rationalized by considering not only the relative XB donor or ac-

ceptor strengths, but also the fact that halobenzene molecules, owing to their intrinsically

hydrophobic character (log KOW values in the 2.77–3.54 range, see Methods), preferentially

populate the inner (ester) region of the membrane more favorably (Figure S13) with the prob-

ability peak for the insertion of chlorinated and brominated molecules occurring at larger

depths (typically > 1 nm) than their iodinated counterparts (typically < 1 nm). Therefore,

the potentially stronger phosphate acceptors are less accessible for establishing XBs. Ad-

ditionally, the phosphate region is more water exposed whereas the less polar ester region

has a stabilizing effect on electrostatically-driven interactions. This is in agreement with the

negligible or zero XB probabilities involving PO-acceptors calculated for brominated species.
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This analysis can be complemented by also checking the ligand orientation along the mem-

brane normal during the simulations. For that purpose, free energy surfaces using the C–X

angle with the bilayer normal, and the halogen insertion along the bilayer, were obtained for

iodinated (Figure 6a) and brominated (Figure 7a) systems. Additionally, the probability of

Figure 6: (a) Free energy surfaces using the C–I angle with the bilayer normal and iodine
insertion along the bilayer normal. The dashed line corresponds to the average z-position
of all phosphorus atoms in the nearest leaflet. (b) XB probability as a function of iodine
insertion along the membrane normal.

finding an XB as a function of halogen insertion along the membrane is shown in Figures 6b

and 7b for iodinated and brominated systems, respectively.

The 5fibzEP simulations exhibit a single localized free energy minimum at low iodine

insertions, centered at c.a. -0.6 nm (corresponding to high XB probabilities) and the C–

I vector oriented towards the water phase (∼30◦). In the case of ibzEP, two well-defined
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Figure 7: (a) Free energy surfaces using the C–Br angle with the bilayer normal and bromine
insertion along the bilayer normal. The dashed line corresponds to the average z-position
of all phosphorus atoms in the nearest leaflet. (b) XB probability as a function of bromine
insertion along the membrane normal.

preferences are observed, one similar to the observed for 5fibzEP but broader and centered

at larger angles (∼60◦), and another at higher iodine insertions and with the C–I vector

oriented towards the center of the bilayer. At this deeper insertion values, the XB probability

is negligible (Figure 6b) as lipid oxygen acceptors are mostly not accessible to engage as

interaction partners, and therefore should not account for XB preferences. However, the

former minimum indicates a larger rotational variability when compared with 5fibzEP, as

the molecule may reach C–I angles with the bilayer up to∼90◦ and consequently establish XB

interactions, mostly with CO-type acceptors, more favorably. 5fibzEP, in contrast, is more

rotationally restricted, i.e. mostly oriented towards the water phase, therefore having limited
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access to XB acceptors (particularly CO) and hence also lower XB probability (Figure 6b),

even though XBs can occur at higher depths of the membrane (>1 nm), owing to local

deformations of the membrane that are driven by the stronger XB donor character of the

molecule.

Regarding iphenEP, there is a clear preference for conformations featuring the iodine atom

inserted closer to the lipid tail region and the C–I vector oriented toward the center of the

bilayer (Figure 6a), with the C–O(H) vector oriented toward the water phase, as expected

(see Figure S14a). At the higher values of insertion, the XB probabilities are negligible

(Figure 6b) and the probability of finding an XB decreases faster with membrane insertion

when compared with ibzEP. Again, this rather restricted rotational freedom, caused by

competing HBs (see next section), accounts for a lower XB probability. The fact that XBs

are responsible for the overall different distribution of the halobenzenes along the membrane

is promptly illustrated by comparing the probability density for the membrane insertion

obtained with and without the addition of the EP for the iodinated molecules (Figure S15).

For ibz, the presence of the EP shifts the distribution to lower insertions when compared

with simulations without the EP (where XBs are not sampled, data not shown). This effect

is exacerbated in the case of 5fibz as it is a strong XB donor, thus supporting that XB

interactions indeed impact the membrane insertion preferences of halobenzene ligands. For

iphen, although a slight deviation is found, the potential effect of the XBs is dominated by

the presence of the -OH group that engages in hydrogen bonds and locks the orientation of

the molecule and hence its membrane insertion profile.

The behavior of the brominated compounds is rather different. For instance, 5fbbzEP

is not rotationally locked when compared to its iodinated counterpart (Figure 7a) and can

adopt a wide range of favorable (< 2 RT) membrane insertions and orientations. Hence,

the XB probability (CO-type) along the insertion (Figure 7b) decreases less markedly and

XBs can be found until very deep membrane insertions. For bbzEP, a well-defined minimum

with the C–Br vector oriented towards the lipid tails and larger insertions is observed and,
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consequently, the XB probabilities decay very fast with membrane insertion, similarly to

what was observed for iphenEP.

As mentioned above, the calculated XB probabilities for chlorinated systems are zero

(Figure 4) as no XB minimum is found on the free energy surfaces (Figure S11), despite that

region being sampled in our simulations, which is in agreement with chlorine indeed being

the weakest XB donor and also with our preliminary QM calculations on model systems

(Table S1) for which halogen-bonded minima could not be located. While perfluorination

increases the σ–hole, a concomitant increase in membrane insertion is also observed (Fig-

ures S13 and S16) in line with the increase of the log KOW values (2.77 to 3.18). Altogether,

our results show that despite perfluorination being often used as a strategy to increase mem-

brane permeability, in the case of the more polarizable iodobenzene derivatives this may

lead to a dramatic increase in the XB donor properties causing the iodine atom of 5fibzEP

to populate the inner region of the membrane less favorably (smaller insertions) than ibzEP.

In contrast, for brominated and chlorinated systems perfluorination leads to higher halogen-

atom insertions (Figure S13) resulting in low to non-existent XBs. Notwithstanding, these

results do not preclude the existence of membrane–ligand XBs in other chlorinated systems

where the delicate balance between the σ–hole magnitude and lipophilicity can be tuned.

XBs vs. HBs in Phospholipid–Halobenzene Recognition

4-Iodophenol exhibits both halogen- and hydrogen-bonding donors, rendering it a suitable

model to study the eventual competing effect of the two types of intermolecular interactions

that may occur in complex, multi-functionalized drug-like compounds. As previously shown,

XBs are less favored for iphenEP when compared with the remainder iodinated systems

(Figure 4), a result that may be driven by the capability of iphen to establish competing

HB interactions.

To evaluate this, the same approach developed for XB was followed, in this case, by

taking the configurations belonging to the HB basin on a O· · ·A distance, O–H· · ·A angle
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free energy landscape and computing the HB probability (Figure S17). As expected, the two

types of HB interactions involving phosphate- (PO) or ester- (CO) type oxygen acceptors

(1 and 2, respectively, in Figure 8) are sampled and, as for XBs, HB interactions targeting

simultaneously the two acceptor types do no occur. The relative probability of HBs and

Figure 8: Representative snapshots for hydrogen-bonded conformations involving either PO-
(1) or CO-type (2) acceptors. HB interactions are shown as green dashes (coloring scheme
as in Figure 5).

XBs (Figure S17) shows that HBs (c.a. 0.23) are preferred over XB interactions (c.a. 0.12)

and the same interaction preference for CO-type acceptors is observed for both interactions.

However, the probability of HBs targeting PO-type acceptors is larger than that found for

XBs, in agreement with the observed preference for deeper iodine insertions (Figure 6a)

and more shallow OH insertions (Figure S14a). Also, HB probability increases at outer

regions of the membrane for PO-type acceptors (Figure S14b), however, HBs can still be

sampled for CO-type acceptors at inner membrane regions owing to the stronger nature of the

interactions which may stabilize the presence of more membrane-inserted lipid headgroups

in the simulations.

The eventual occurrence of the two types of interactions (HBs and XBs) simultane-

ously was also analyzed allowing to infer if the reported probabilities pertain to exclusively

hydrogen- (or halogen-) bonded to conformations or, alternatively, if the two interactions
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may stabilize phospholipid–iphen binding simultaneously. Indeed, simultaneous XB and

HB interactions are observed, leading to “XHB”-like structures (Figure 9) that account for

only c.a. 0.03 of the interactions. These configurations correspond, for example, to two

simultaneous XB and HB interactions with ester oxygen (CO)-type acceptors from different

phospholipid molecules (1, Figure 9) which is the most representative type of XHB interac-

tions observed in the simulations (c.a. 0.015). Apart from simultaneous XBs and HBs with

PO-type acceptors which are negligible (c.a. 0.0001, 4 in Figure 9), all the other combinations

of XHB interactions are observed, including less favorable structures featuring a CO-type

XB and a PO-type HB (c.a. 0.0083), or a PO-type XB together with a CO-type HB (c.a.

0.0055), simultaneously (Figure 9, 2 and 3, respectively). In spite of XHB interactions being

scarcely sampled (c.a. 0.03), these results show that XB and HB interactions may not only

compete towards the same lipid acceptor but also act cooperatively via two simultaneous

bonds with different acceptors in phospholipid–halobenzene recognition phenomena.

Membrane Insertion Process

In the previous sections we have shown that, in equilibrium, halobenzene probes can in-

teract favorably with phospholipids via XBs (and HBs) with both phosphate (PO)- and ester

(CO)-type lipid oxygen acceptors. In this section, we discuss a potential role for halogen

bonding in the membrane-internalization process, i.e. water/membrane interface crossing,

by analyzing the non-equilibrium segments of the simulations corresponding to the mem-

brane insertion events sampled in the simulations starting with the halobenzenes in the

water phase. The halogen insertion along the membrane normal was monitored while simul-

taneously evaluating the presence of XB (and HB) interactions. We were able to distinguish

between “on” (interacting) and “off” (non-interacting) states during the insertion process.

Figure 10 illustrates the process for representative simulations for all systems featuring io-

dinated and brominated probes (see Figures S18-S22 for all insertion events). Chlorinated

probes were not considered as no XBs were observed in the equilibrium simulations. Haloben-
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Figure 9: XHB probability for the iphenEP simulations along with representative snapshots
for each type of XHB interaction (coloring scheme as in Figure 5).

zene insertion processes typically occurs in short time-scales (< 6 ns), with the exception

of a few replicates, and XB interactions are frequently sampled preceding the membrane

internalization events, i.e. with the halobenzene in the water phase, typically involving the
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Figure 10: Halogen insertion process for a representative replicate of each system for iodi-
nated and brominated probes. The solid horizontal line corresponds to the average z-position
of all phosphorus atoms in the nearest leaflet. The presence of XBs or HBs (“on” states) is
depicted as vertical lines.

more water-exposed PO-type acceptors (shown in green) though examples of interactions

with CO-type (in blue) acceptors were also identified. Interestingly, XB interactions are

systematically observed during all insertion events sampled in the simulations, as shown in

Figures 10 and S18-S22. These events are characterized by different types of interaction

patterns for each replicate / system, though a prevalence of a mechanism involving PO-

type interaction(s) followed by CO-type interaction(s), as shown in Figure 10, is observed,

while other mechanisms, e.g. involving only CO-type interactions, also occur. In the specific
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case of 5fbbzEP simulations only CO-type interactions are observed upon insertion, in agree-

ment with the observed absence of XBs with PO-type acceptors in equilibrium simulations.

Furthermore, XB interactions may either exhibit short kinetics or take place in extended

time-scales, depending on the system / replicate. In the case of iphenEP simulations, HB

interactions are also frequently established prior to membrane insertion and typically tar-

geting PO-type acceptors (shown in red, Figure S22), however, XBs are also often observed.

Indeed, the two types of interactions are systematically present during the internalization

process with their relative interplay determining different interaction patterns (Figure S22).

This qualitative analysis of non-equilibrium insertion events provides seminal evidence that

XB interactions may play a role in mediating the permeation of halogenated small molecules

across biological membranes, parallel to the well-known ubiquitous role of hydrogen-bonding

in HB-donor molecules.22–26

Conclusions

The potential role of halogen bonding in the context of biological membrane systems

was poorly understood when compared with the recognized importance of XB interactions

in protein–ligand complexes or nucleic acids. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, no

previous literature reports have addressed XB-mediated membrane–ligand recognition phe-

nomena, despite the well-known prevalence of halogenated molecules in drug discovery and

development41–44 and the existence of multiple XB acceptors in phospholipids, the main

constituent of a cell membranes. To explore the existence of phospholipid–halogen inter-

actions, we carried out MM/MD simulations with a series of halobenzenes in a hydrated

phospholipid (POPC) bilayer environment, using an extra-point (EP) approach to model the

XB-properties of the halogenated species.81–84 This methodology, that had been widely ap-

plied in the computational investigation of a variety of protein–ligand systems,86–89,102,104,105

provided evidences supporting the role of XB interactions in lipid–ligand recognition events.
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XB interactions involving both phosphate (PO) and ester (CO) oxygen acceptors were

evaluated and assigned from the sampled configurations using a criterion based on a Boltzmann-

weighted free energy landscape constructed using X· · ·A distances and the C–X· · ·A angles,

selecting the configurations that belong to the XB basin. This criterion provides an accu-

rate description of halogen-bonding in the simulations by removing false positives obtained

when using a plain geometrical cutoff. The results show that halobenzene derivatives (apart

from the chlorinated ones) interact with model phospholipid membranes via XB interactions

targeting both PO- and CO-type acceptors, the latter interactions being electrostatically

favored due to the less water-exposed environment and intrinsically hydrophobic character

(2.77 < log KOW < 3.54) of the probe molecules, despite PO-type acceptors being stronger

XB interaction partners. XB probability is also dependent on the orientational preferences

with respect to the bilayer normal, with perfluorination favoring higher membrane insertions

when XBs are weaker (brominated derivatives), or lower insertions in the case of stronger

iodinated molecules together with the C–I vector oriented towards the water phase and hence

more limited access to XB acceptors. Nonetheless, the total XB frequencies typically follow

the expected order of relative XB donor strength.

Our results also showed that, similarly to other biological systems,30,80 XBs can compete

with HBs in the case of small molecules bearing both XB- and HB-donor moieties such as

iphen. Even though O–H· · ·O interactions are slightly stronger than the I· · ·O counterparts,

the two types of interactions can also occur simultaneously in transient higher free-energy

“XHB-like” conformations which may act either cooperatively or competitively in mediating

membrane–probe recognition events.

The non-equilibrium segments of the trajectories corresponding to the membrane inser-

tion events sampled in the simulations starting with the molecules in the water phase were

analyzed by monitoring the halogen insertion along the membrane normal over time and

simultaneously assessing the presence of XB interactions. XBs were observed in all repli-

cates, often preceding internalization, suggesting a potential role in promoting the water-to-
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membrane insertion process of halogenated molecules.

In summary, the role of XB interactions in lipid–ligand systems was tackled for the first

time and our data provide important insights into membrane–(halo)drug recognition mech-

anisms at the molecular level. In particular, we propose that biomembrane recognition of

drug-like compounds can be directly mediated by XB interactions implying that, beyond

often exhibiting superior pharmacokinetic profile, namely enhanced passive membrane dif-

fusion,45 bioactive halogenated molecules may further reach biological targets via direct

phospholipid–halogen interactions, as previously suggested,70 which may contribute deter-

minedly to their pharmacological efficacy or, on the contrary, to their toxicological effects.

This concept opens the possibility for the rational design of novel drugs by taking advantage

of lipid–halogen recognition phenomena which is important in the field of membrane-lipid

therapy,3 and can be used as a starting point to design molecules that target specific mem-

brane domains associated with several human diseases. Moreover, these findings can also

contribute to the improvement of molecular descriptors for QSAR models aiming at pre-

dicting permeability or toxicity as these should account for XB-capability, similarly to the

ubiquitous hydrogen bond.22–26

Finally, we note that while this work reinforces the usefulness of MM/MD simulations

in the study XB-mediated biomembrane recognition phenomena, further investigation of

these processes in the context of large datasets of drug-like molecules is envisaged. More-

over, we hope these results will encourage experimental investigation aiming at an improved

understanding of phospholipid–halogen interactions at the molecular level.
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